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Abstract.
A linearly ordered set is short if it does not contain any monotonie sequence of length a>x , and it is long if it contains a monotonie sequence of length a for every ordinal a < (2W)+ . We prove that there exists a family F of 2W ü) power 2 of long ordered fields of size 2 that are pairwise nonisomorphic -co (as fields) and such that every field F e F has 2 nonisomorphic short subdomains whose field of quotients is F . The generalization of this result for higher cardinals is also discussed. This generalizes the author's result of [Ci] .
Definitions and notation
Our set theoretic and algebraic notation is standard and follows [Je] and [La] respectively.
Ordinals are identified with the sets of their predecessors and cardinals with initial ordinals. For an ordinal a we denote by co the a th infinite cardinal, and by a + 1 the ordinal successor of a. For a cardinal k we denote by 2K the cardinality of the power set P(/c) and by k+ the cardinal successor of k . Symbols N, Q, and R stand for the sets of natural, rational, and real numbers, respectively. For an ordered semigroup G = (C7, +, 0) we define G+ -{g £ G : g > 0}. For a commutative domain D we also use the following notation connected with the existence of radicals rad(D) = {¿eo:(VnÉ N)(3y £ D)(yn = d)}.
Let X and Yx be linearly ordered sets such that Ncl^ for all x £ X. We define the support of / € YlxeX Yx by supp(/) = {x £ X : f(x) ^ 0} and the direct sum of the family {Yx}xeX by S(X, {Yx}xeX) = {f £ F[xeX Yx : supp(/) is finite}. (It is usually denoted as ¿Z,xex Yx , but in this paper such a notation would lead to very complicated formulas.) In the case when Yx = Y for all x £ X we define S(X, Y) = S(X, {Yx}x€X).
A zero element of S(X, {Yx}x&x) is defined as the unique element 0 £ S(X, {Yx}xex) such that supp(O) -0. For x € X we put ex £ S(X, {Yx}xeX) such that supp(ex) = {x} and ex(x) = 1. Moreover, if 0 e X then every element y £ Y0, y ^ 0, is identified with y -f £ S(X, {Yx}x€X), where suppig) = {0} and fy(0) = y . In particular, l=fx=e0.
The family S(X, {Yx}x€X) is ordered antilexicographicaly, i.e., by the formula / < g if and only if f(m) < g(m), where m = max{x : f(x) ^ g(x)}.
Main lemmas
In what follows we use the following easily verified well-known facts. (See e.g. [Ci, Lemma 1] .) Proposition 1.1. Let S = S(X, {Yx}x€X), where X and Yx D N, for x £ X, are linearly ordered sets. Then
(1) the linearly ordered set {ex £ S : x £ X} is order isomorphic with X ; (2) if (Yx, +) are ordered commutative semigroups for x £ X then so is S, where (f + g)(x) = f(x) + g(x) for all f, g £ S and x £ X ; (3) if (Yx, +) are ordered commutative groups for x £ X then so is S; moreover, if all Yx 's are divisible then so is S ; (4) if (X,+) is an ordered commutative semigroup, (Y, +, •) is an ordered commutative domain, and {Yx ,+,■) = (Y,+, •) for every x £ X, then S is an ordered commutative domain (sometimes denoted by X(Y)), where the product between p, q £ S is defined by usual convolution of polynomial multiplication:
(P • q)(x) -^2{p(xx) ■ q(x2) : xx, x2£ X andxx + x2 = x}.
We also use the following fact. Proposition 1.2. Let D be an ordered commutative domain such that D contains an increasing sequence of length 2W + 1. Then, every nontrivial interval of D is long.
Proof. It is easy to prove by transfinite induction on a < (2W)+ that for every a, b £ D, a < b, there is an increasing sequence of type a in the interval [a, b] . This implies Proposition 1.2.
Let us also quote the following proposition, which is needed later. An easy proof can be found in [Ci, Lemma 5] or [Ha, p. 6] . Proposition 1.3. If X and Yx are short linearly ordered sets for all x £ X then so is the direct sum S(X{Yx}x€X). We also need the following lemma. Lemma 1.5. Let X be a linearly ordered set, K be a field, and let D = S(S(X ,N),K). If L is the quotient field of D then rad(L) = rad(Ä").
In particular, if K is real closed then rad(L) = K+ . Proof. Inclusion " D " is obvious.
To prove the converse inclusion let x e rad(L) and let us assume x/0. By Proposition 1.4(1), every element of L\{0} can be represented as cpxP2---pk/qxq2---qm, where c is invertible in D, px, p2, ... ,pk, qx, q2, ... , qm are irreducible elements of D, and the number k + m from the above representation is the smallest possible; i.e., the elements pi and q. are not associated for every i and ;'. (Recall that p , q £ D are associated if there exists an invertible element d in D such that d -p = q .) Let x = cpxp2 ■ ■ -pk/qxq2 ■■Qm be a representation of x as above. Choose arbitrary n > k + m and let y £ L be such that y" = x. Moreover, also let y -daxa2 ■ ■ ■ ajbxb2 ■■•bt be an irreducible representation as above. Hence, x = y" -d"vxv2 • ■ ■ vns/wxw2 ■ ■ ■ wnl, where the elements vi and to are not associated for every i and j. So, k + m = n(s + t), which implies that k-m = s = t = 0.
In other words we proved that for an arbitrary n > 0 there exists an invertible
Construction of the family of fields
Let B be a transcendence base of R over Q and let {B, : Ç < 2 } be an enumeration without repetition of all subsets of B of cardinality 2W . Moreover, let Q(Br) stand for an algebraic closure of Ql)Br in R. For Ç < 2 let £",r = S(S(2W + 1, N), Q(B¡.)), an ordered commutative domain. Define K^ as the quotient field of E¡., and let F, be the quotient field of D¡. = S(S(R, N), Kr).
We define F = {Fr : Ç < 2r}.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proposition 2.1. The field F, is long for every Ç < 2 Proof. Let us fix Ç < 2 . Applying Proposition 1.1(1) twice for pair 2W + 1 and S(2W + 1, N) and for the pair S(2W + 1, N) and ^ , we conclude that Er has an increasing subsequence of length 2W + 1. So by Proposition 1.2, Er is long. But Er c Äj C Fr. Thus, every i^ is long. >yCO Proposition 2.2. The fields Fr and F* are nonisomorphic for every Ç < Ç < 2
Proof. Let us assume by way of contradiction that there exists a field isomorphism j: Fr -* F^ for some C < £ < 2 . Thus by Lemma 1.5, J(Q(Br)+) = j{nd(Q(B:))) = j(rad(Kc)) = ;(rad(Ff)) = rad(;(^)) = rad(i^) = radiÄj) = rad(Q(£{)) = Q(5{)+.
Hence j(Q(Br)) = Q(B(), which is a contradiction since Q(B¡.) and Q(^) are different real closed subfields of R and hence are not isomorphic. Thus Fr and Ff are nonisomorphic. * Let us also notice that in the Proposition 2.2 we can talk about fields isomorphisms rather that about ordered fields isomorphisms, since all fields Q{Br) are real closed and therefore, their ordered structure can be recovered from their algebraic structure.
Construction of the family of short commutative domains yo ya
Let us fix C < 2 . We construct 2 nonisomorphic short subdomains jai {P : n < 2 } of Fr such that Fr is a quotient field of each P .
Let {C : rj < 22 } be an enumeration, without repetition, of all subsets of Br, and let / be a bijection between R and E.. Moreover, for n < 2 and a finite set A c R let E . be a subdomain of Er generated by Q(C ) c Er and the set {i(r) :r £ A} c £f. In particular, EnZ = Q(C^). Let G = S(R, N), and let us define It is not difficult to prove that P is closed under multiplication. In fact, this easily follows from the fact that supp(g) U supp(/z) = supp(g + h) for all g, h £ G. For more details see [Ci, Lemma 3] . Thus, P is a commutative domain for each n <22 .
Proposition 3.1. P is short for each n<2
Proof. R and N are short so, by Proposition 1.3, G = 5(R, N) is also short. Hence again by Proposition 1.3, it is enough to prove that E" ,, is short for every g £ G. But let S -U{supp(/(r)) : r £ supp(^)} C S(2W + 1, N). Let H be a subgroup of S(2W + 1, N) generated by S. Thus, H is at most countable, hence is short. This implies that S(H,Q(B¡.)) is short. But S(H,Q(Br)) is evidently isomorphic to the subdomain D' = {h£ S(S(2W + 1, N), Q(Br)) : supp(h) c H} C Er and En %app{g) c tí. Hence En supp(g) is short for every g £ G and hence so is/»,. ' Proposition 3.2. The quotient field of P is equal to Fr for every n < 2 . 2a Proof. Let us fix i/ < 2 , and let F be the quotient field of P^ in Fr. It is enough to prove that Dr = S(G, Kr) c F . First notice that for every y £ Er there exists r £ R such that i(r) = y. This implies that y • er £ P and so y -y • er/er £ F . Thus we have proved that Er c F. So Kr as the quotient field of Er is also included in F .
This implies that for every x £ K^ and g £ G an element x ■ e £ F . But obviously D¡. = S(G, Kr) is generated by {x • e : x £ Kr and g £ G) , i.e., D¡. c F . This finishes the proof of Proposition 3.2.
As a last step to prove our main theorem we have to prove 2a Proposition 3.3. P* and P are nonisomorphic for every ¿¡ < n < 2 2W Proof. By Lemma 1.2 we have for every n < 2 , Q(C/ = rad(Q(C^)) c rad(P^) c rad(^) n P, = Q(5C)+ nf, = Q(BC)+ n Q(C") = Q(C,)+.
In other words Q(C^)+ = rad(P^) for every n < 22\ By way of contradiction let us assume that there exists a field isomorphism j : Pi -» P for some t\ < r\ < 2 . Thus by the above remark, J(Q(C()+) = j(nxd(P()) = rad(^) = Q(C,)+.
Hence j(Q(C()) = Q(C ), which is impossible since Q(C{) and Q(C ) are real closed subfields of R and are different as C-^ C' . Thus P. and P are nonisomorphic.
This finishes the proof of our main theorem. Theorem 1. There exists a family F of power 2 of long ordered fields of size 2<j) 2 that are pairwise nonisomorphic and such that every field F from F has 2 nonisomorphic short subdomains whose field of quotients is F.
Generalizations for higher cardinals
Let k be an infinite cardinal. We say that a linearly ordered set is /c-short if it does not contain any monotonie sequence of length k+ , and it is /c-long if it contains a monotone sequence of length a for every ordinal a < (2K)+ .
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1 for arbitrary k replacing co.
Theorem 2. Let k be an infinite cardinal. Then there exists a family F of power 2 of K-long ordered fields of size 2 that are pairwise nonisomorphic and such 2K that every field F £ F has 2 nonisomorphic K-short subdomains whose field of quotients is F.
The proof of the Theorem 2 is based on the same concept as that of Theorem 1. However, it also needs some new ideas and thus we sketch its proof.
First we need the following propositions:
Propositions 4.1. There exists a family X of 2 nonisomorphic linear orderings of cardinality 2K each containing an increasing sequence of length 2K + 1.
Proof. Let P = (2K + 1) x[0, 1] be ordered lexicographically. For every A c 2K let XA = {(c],r)£P :(é¡£A\J {2K}) => (r = 1)} C P. It is not difficult to see that X = {XA : A c 2K} satisfies our requirements.
For linearly ordered sets X and Y let X © Y be the linearly ordered set XliY such that the orderings on X and Y are preserved and x < y for every x £ X and y £ Y. Let us also notice that the family X from Proposition 4.1 has the following stronger property: Proposition 4.2. Let Yx and Y2 be linearly ordered sets, and let Xx, X2 £ X where X satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 4.1. // j : Xx © Yx -> X2 © Y2 is an order isomorphism then Xx = X2 and j(Yx) = Y2.
We also need the following theorem of Todorcevic [To] , which is an answer to a problem asked in an earlier version of this paper.
Theorem 3. For every infinite cardinal k there exists a K-short linearly ordered set Y of size 2K with 2 nonisomorphic rigid linear suborderings of power 2K .
For the sake of completeness and the fact that [To] may not be widely available, we reproduce the proof of Theorem 3 in §5 of this paper.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let us fix an infinite cardinal, let Y be a K-short linearly ordered set of cardinality 2K satisfying Theorem 3, and let X be from Proposition 4.1.
For X £ X let us define G(X) = S(X®Y,Q) and let Kx = {/ € R : supp(/) is decreasingly well ordered in type < cox}.
Lemma 4.3. Kx is a real closed K-long ordered field of cardinality 2K for every X £X. Proof. Let us fix X £ X. By Proposition 1.1(3) G(X) is a divisible group. Thus Kx is a real closed field (see [Al, Corollary 3.2] ). By the choice of X it also contains increasing sequence of length 2K + 1 , and the same argument as for Proposition 1.2 shows that Kx is K-long. The cardinality of Kx is obvious. Proof. Let us assume that there exists a field isomorphism j: Kx -► Kx for some Xx , X2 £ X. We prove that this implies X{= X2.
We start with the following:
Claim we have to find 2 nonisomorphic K-short subdomains of F for which a field of quotient is F . Let Z be a family of 22 nonisomorphic subsets of Y of cardinality 2K .
For Z £ Z let S(Z Q) Lz = {/ £ R : supp(/) is decreasingly well ordered in type < <y,}.
As in Lemma 4.3 we conclude that Lz is a real closed field of cardinality 2K . Notice also that if T -{/ £ Lz : supp(/) has at most one element} then Lz can be identified with decreasing sequences from T Wl where T co' is ordered lexicographically. Thus, similarly as in Lemma 4.5, we can show that Lz is K-short. Moreover, up to isomorphism, Lz c Kx as S(Z, Q) is isomorphic to a subgroup of S(X © Y, Q).
Let i be a bijection between Y and F, and for a finite set A c Y let EA be the subdomain of F generated by Lz c F and the set {i(r) : r £ A} c F . In particular E<Z = LZ. Let us define 5? =5(5(7, N),{F8upp(í)}f€S(y>N)) CF.
As Proposition 1.3 is true also for K-short linear orderings we easily conclude that S(Y, N) is K-short. Also, as F , , is generated by K-short Dz and finite numbers of elements, it is not difficult to prove that E' , , is K-short for every g £ S(Y, N). Hence Sz is K-short.
The proofs that Sz is a subdomain of F and that the quotient field of Sz is F are similar to that presented in §3 for k -co and are left to the reader.
Finally, let Sz and Sz be isomorphic for some Z,, Z2 e Z. Then, as in Proposition 3.3, we can prove that L7 and L7 are isomorphic. But now, repeating the argument from Lemma 4.4, we conclude that Z¡ and Z2 are isomorphic, so ZX=Z2.
This finishes the proof of the Theorem 2.
Proof of the Theorem 3
The purpose of this section is to reproduce the general construction of [To] from which Theorem 3 follows. Familarity with [Je, §1.7] or [Ku, §2.6 ] is assumed.
Fix a regular uncountable cardinal 8 that is not inaccessible, and let X < 8 be the minimal cardinal with the property 2 > 8 . Let lim(co) be the class of all ordinals of cofinality co. For each ô in lim(<y) n 8 fix a strictly increasing function xs : co -► ô cofinal in ô . Let C be a linear ordering of 8 such that (8, <) is isomorphic to a subset of ({0, I}1, <lex) where <lex stands for the lexicographical order. As in Proposition 1.3 we argue that (8, <S) is A-short. Now for each S c lim(<y) n 8 we define L(S) = {xs:Ô£S) ordered lexicographically with respect to <C, i.e.,
xs < x if and only if xs(n) «: x (n), where n = min{w : xs(m) ^ x (m)}.
It is easy to see that Proposition 5.1. L(S) is X-short for every S c lim(<y) n 8 .
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We also need the following propositions:
Proposition 5.2. If S c lim(co) n 8 is stationary then there is r(S) c S with S\r(S) being nonstationary such that every nontrivial interval of L(r(S)) contains x* for a stationary set of ô 's in r(S).
Proof. Let SQ be the set of those ô £ S such that for some natural number n the set {y e S : xs,n c x } is nonstationary. First let us show that 50 is nonstationary. So by way of contradiction, let us assume that SQ is stationary. Thus, there exists a stationary set T c S such that the number n from the above definition is the same for every ô £ T. Now using the Pressing-Down Lemma «-times (see [Ku, Lemma 6.15, p. 80] ) for the regressive functions f¡(xs) = xs(i) we can find a stationary set T1 c T such that xs. = x . for every ô , y £ T'. But this implies that for S £ T1 c S0 the set {y £ S : xg,n c x } contains T1, i.e., is stationary. This gives the desired contradiction. Now for ô, y £ S\S0 let I(S, y) denote the set of those a £ S\SQ such that xa belongs to the open interval in L(S\S0) with endpoints xs and xy. Notice that if 1(0, y) is nonstationary for some ó , y £ S\SQ then I(ô, y) is empty. Otherwise, if xa £ 1(6, y) then for some natural number n the set {y £ S\S0 : x, c xy) is a subset of the interval with endpoints xs and x , i.e., xa£S0.
Let Sx be the set of those y £ S\S0 such that for some ô < y , ô £ S\SQ , the set {a : xa £ I(ô, y)} is nonstationary. If Sx is nonstationary then r(S) = S\(S0 U 5,) satisfies the required properties. So by way of contradiction, let us assume that Sx is stationary, and let / be the regressive function / on Sx defined by f(y) = ô where ô < y is such that I(ô, y) is empty. By the Pressing-Down Lemma there exists a stationary set T c Sx such that / is constant on T. But this is impossible because at most two of the intervals I{f{y) > y) f°r y £ T would be empty. This finishes the proof of Proposition 5.2. Proposition 5.3. If S c lim(aj) n 8 is stationary then L(S) is not isomorphic to a subset of ({0, 1}*, <lex).
Proof. By the minimality of X < 8 and the fact that 8 is regular, 2<x < X. Thus, ({0, 1} , <lex) does not contain X disjoint intervals. On the other hand the set {x^ : â £ S and n £ N} has cardinality 8 > X and, by Proposition 5.2, for a stationary set of â 's the set {x : xs. c x } contains a nonempty interval. Thus, L(S) contains X disjoint nonempty intervals.
Proposition 5.4. If there is an order embedding of L(S0) into L(SX) then S0\SX is nonstationary in 8.
Proof. Assume that S = S0\SX is stationary and fix strictly increasing /: L(S0) -* L(SX ). Since / is one-to-one, the Pressing-Down Lemma implies that the set of those S in 5 for which f(xs) -x and ô > y (so ô > y, since ô ^ y) is nonstationary.
So we may find a stationary set S' c S such that for every ô in S' if f(Xg) = x then ô < y. Moreover, we can also assume, choosing a subset of S', if necessary, that for some natural number n if f(xô) -x then x (n-1) < <5 < x («). Furthermore, applying the Pressing-Down Lemma «-times, we can find a stationary set S" c S' and a function t: n -* 8 such that í c x for every y such that <5 e S" and /(x¿) = x . Moreover, we may assume that if â < â' are in S" and if f(xâ) = x then ô < x («) < y < â'. But this means that the lexicographical ordering of f(L(S")) is determined by the « th coordinate and therefore, is isomorphic with the subset of ({0, 1} , <lex), which contradicts Proposition 5.3.
As an immediate corollary from Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 we obtain the following conclusion.
Proposition 5.5. Let S c lim(<y) n 6 be stationary in 8. If r(S) c 5 is as in Proposition 5.2 then L(r(S)) is rigid. a Now notice that there exist a family S0 of size 2 of stationary subsets of lim(a>) n 8 such that symmetric difference S0ASX is stationary for all distinct SQ, Sx £ S0. This follows from the fact that lim(<y) n 8 is the union of 8 disjoint stationary sets (see [Je, Lemma 7.6, p. 59] 
